Competitor Water Polo Field of Play
Contructed using 4” Competitor Racing Lanes
Designed for optimum control of the water surface, our patented flow thru design allows the waves to be dispersed
along the channel of revolving disks. COMPETITOR lanes have been selected and used in numerous Olympic
Games, World Championships and National swimming events. Each lane comes completely assembled and is
offered in a variety of colors and lengths to meet any needs.
Each COMPETITOR lane consists of a series of 4” plastic disks and
donuts strung on a vinyl coated 3/16ths inch stainless steel cable.
Each disk is designed to rotate independently of the others allowing
the swimmers wake energy to be absorbed and dispersed along the
channel provided within the lane. This feature allows for a
consistency of wave quelling from one lane to another, a unique
feature not found in other products on the market.
COMPETITOR Racing Lanes are attached to the pool wall using a
stainless steel tension spring at one end and a stainless steel
ratchet reel at the other end allowing for customized tension.

Specifications for the 4” COMPETITOR
Water Polo Field of Play —

Photo shows 6” Gold Medal and 4” COMPETITOR Lanes

Use these detail specification when submitting specifications to architects and design consultants.
Covers products starting with COMPETITOR Part No# 200361000 to 200366000.
For use with floating water polo goals (not included).
Competitor Field of Play consist of (2) 50M Side Lines with proper marking using FINA / US Water Polo color layout
centered along each lane. Field of Play for Men’s is measured at 30M from goal face to goal face (#200333AAA).
Women’s field of play is measured at 25M from goal face to goal face (#200333BBB). The adjustable version
(#200333CCC) in tandem with a moveable bulkhead allows for the sidelines to convert from 30M to 25M. This
allows for use by either Men’s or Women’s team play.
All Side Lines come assembled using a Take Up Reel at one end and a Tension Spring at the opposite end. The
adjustable unit (#200333CCC) has a 5M section at the mid-point which is removable using a clevis/pin combination.
Goal line Tethers in 31’ 6” lengths anchor the goal to the side wall. There is a quantity of (4) included with each field
of play. Additional may be purchased separately to improve stability of the floating goal. Goal line Tethers mark the
end of the field of play and are solid White in color. Two of the Tethers have a 2M Red section which denotes the
penalty re-entry area. All Goal line Tethers come assembled using a Take Up Reel and Spring.
Further reference:
FINA Water Polo facility Rules ---- www.fina.org
United States Water Polo ---- www.usawaterpolo.org

Manufactured by:
Competitor Swim Products
PO Box 1298
Medina, Ohio 44258
Tel: 800-888-7946

Fax: 330-722-8354

E-Mail: sales@competitorswim.com

